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Thus far, however, there has been no attempt to apply this approach to the physical transformation of a significant area of the Old City of Jerusalem.
2 Carried out by the Israeli authorities after the 1967 capture of East Jerusalem, this transformation concerns in particular the 'Wailing Wall', that segment of the outer compound of the Herodian Temple (and, by the same token, of the Muslim Haram al-Sharif) which since early modern times has been a religious focus for Jews. Yet these changes, which seek to erase a centuries-old Arab past and replace it with a new, exclusively Jewish space adapted to the symbolism of a modern Jewish state, provide excellent grounds for such an approach. This paper proposes to examine both alterations to this space's meanings before 1967, as well as physical changes to the Wall area since that time. It also proposes to assess the extent to which recent efforts to make the Wall 'the' Israeli Wailing Wall, Jerusalem, 1929. national symbol, celebrating both Zionist values and Jewish religious tradition, have succeeded.
The Beginnings of Tradition
While the Wailing Wall today is universally acclaimed as Judaism's most sacred monument, its centrality to the religion is not as ancient as is commonly thought. We know from pilgrims and travellers in the fifteenth century that it was not the Wailing Wall, but the Mount of Olives outside the Old City that was dedicated once a year to the commemoration of the destruction of the Temple. 3 The Wailing Wall area -a narrow courtyard (120 square meters) in front of the Wall enclaved within the fourteenth century Muslim Moroccan Quarter -was defined and set apart only during the reign of Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent in the sixteenth century. F.E. Peters, in his comprehensive collection of travellers' and pilgrims' documents concerning Jerusalem, observes that only from the early years of that century did Jewish visitors describe the Wailing Wall and connect it with the earlier tradition of the 'Presence of God.' 4 Even the 'official' history of the Wall published by the Israeli defence ministry in the early 1980s, while noting that "literary reports of travellers and pilgrims, particularly in the last centuries, are full of descriptions of the Western Wall," added that "it should, however, be pointed out that for hundreds of years, during nearly the whole of the Middle Ages, there is hardly any reference to the Wall." 5 There is no question, however, that by the nineteenth century the Wall had become a central religious focus for Jews both locally and in the diaspora. Politicization of the issue began in the twentieth century, especially following the establishment of the British Mandate over Palestine at the end of World War I. District Officer L. Cust observed in 1929 that "in certain Jewish circles the right to pray has [¼…] become linked with the claim to actual ownership of the Wall." 6 By that time, the secular Zionist movement, cognizant of the Wall's importance as a symbol, had begun to cultivate it in the service of its cause. As a result, it became the focus of growing tensions with the Muslim community.
Tensions at the Wall are often marked as beginning in 1911, when the Ottoman Administrative Council officially resolved to forbid Jews from bringing chairs or screens for separating women and men into the narrow passageway in front of the Wall. 7 In fact, tensions clearly existed far earlier, as evidenced by an 1840 decree by Ibrahim Pasha forbidding Jews to pave the passage in front of the Wall. 8 In principle, the conduct of worship and the maintenance of the holy places in Jerusalem were regulated by the 'Status Quo' arrangements, established by the Ottomans in the mid-eighteenth century 9 (and confirmed by the great powers in the Treaty of Paris signed in 1855) to reduce tensions and mitigate rivalries over holy places among the religious communities. 10 Though these particularly concerned the Christian holy places, traditionally they embraced practices at Jewish holy sites as well, and were formally extended to the Wailing Wall and to Rachel's Tomb by the British during the 13 In its final conclusions, the Commission determined that the Jews would have free access to the Wall "for the purpose of devotions at all times" (though subject to enumerated stipulations) 14 but that "to the Moslems belong the sole ownership of, and the sole proprietary right to, the Western Wall" as well as to the pavement in front and the adjacent Moroccan quarter. 15 The conclusions of the Wall Commission were accorded the status of law -the King's Order-in-Council on Palestine (Western or Wailing Wall), 1931 -and incorporated by the Mandatory Government as an integral part of the 'Status Quo' of the Holy Places. 16 Despite official prohibition by the Mandate authorities, Jewish national rallies continued at the Wall throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The growing confidence of the Zionist movement was apparent even at the time of the 1930 Wall Commission, particularly evidenced by the suggestion of the Jewish committee chosen to meet with the Commission 17 that the entire Moghrabi quarter, constituted entirely by waqf (religious endowment) properties, be vacated. In the eyes of the Arab committee formed to meet with the Commission, this demand "shows that the real intentions of the Jews are to lay hands by degrees on the Holy Places of the Moslems and to become the masters of the country." 18 The original 40-meter length of the Wall.
Competing Traditions
With the increased centrality of the Wall for Jews, new symbolic meanings and traditions were attached to the site. Though its importance, as noted above, had been growing during the second half of the nineteenth century, its significance remained primarily 'religious,' and some secular Zionists even found the sight of Jews praying at the wall disturbing, redolent of backwardness. Ahad Ha'am, one of the most prominent of the early Zionist pioneers, wrote in the 1880s: "As I stand and look at them, a single thought fills my mind. These stones bear witness to the destruction of our land, and these men to the destruction of our people. Which of the two catastrophes is the worse? Which gives greater cause of mourning?" 19 By the beginning of the twentieth century, however, what had once been a purely 'religious' site was being transformed into a nationalist issue, and the Wall began to be celebrated by both orthodox and secular Zionists. It is true that the Wall was experienced very differently by the two groups, as Akiva Orr has noted, 20 and their differing attitudes constituted a source of conflict between them throughout the mandate period. Still, the Zionist movement from the very outset realized the evocative power of the Wall and capitalized on it; the delegate cards for the early Zionist Congresses had the image of Jews praying at the Wall on one side and the modern image of a pioneer working the land on the other. 21 35 Thus this erasure was not only physical, but one of memory as well: the many publications about the Old City almost never include photographs of the site as it used to be. Even the few available images of the Moroccan Quarter sold in the Old City photography shops date from the beginning of the century, therefore promoting a convenient confusion between the destruction caused by the 1948 fighting and the deliberate erasure of the neighbourhood in 1967. This erasure, to an extent, applies even to the younger generations of Palestinians who have grown up knowing only the vast, empty Plaza -and this despite the fact that many Palestinian families in the Old City have relatives who used to live in the Moroccan Quarter 36 or in nearby buildings demolished to make way for the greatly expanded Jewish Quarter. 37 Over the past 35 years, the new Plaza and the totally revamped Jewish Quarter have become 'traditional' features in a city where Arabs and Jews speak different languages, live in separate worlds, and do not intermingle.
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The depiction of the Moroccan Quarter as a jumble of hovels (when it is referred to at all) almost immediately became the official truth. 39 According to a foreign resident of the Old City:
The day the bulldozing began the quarter was described in The Jerusalem Post as a slum. Two days later it was reported as having been by and large abandoned during the siege. I expect in time that its existence will vanish altogether from the pages of developing Zionist history."
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These ideologically-motivated depictions are refuted by descriptions culled from contemporary reports, interviews with former inhabitants, 41 and old photographs of the quarter, all of which testify that the ancient medieval quarter was a lively neighbourhood, its level of dilapidation mirroring that found elsewhere in the Old City.
The following step in 'clearing' the area, the demolition of the Abu S'uud complex 42 in front of Bab al-Magharibah, took place two years later in June 1969. An example of Mamluk architecture and a well-known element of the city landscape and history was removed to enlarge the excavation area and to 'free' access to the Haram al-Sharif for the Israeli army in case of troubles. In this case too, the tendency to downgrade the architectural and historic value of 'inconvenient' buildings is evident in the abovementioned Defence Ministry publication's description of the buildings: 43 This strategy of purposeful depreciation of the non-Jewish heritage of the city can be seen in several developments involving the Wall. After the 1967 capture of the Old City, Jewish religious personalities pushed for 'freeing' the entire length of the 465-meter wall, proposing the demolition of all the Islamic theological colleges (the Mamluk madrasas built along the outer wall of the Haram al-Sharif constitute one of the pre-eminent architectural features of the old city of Jerusalem 44 ) and Arabinhabited buildings that had grown along it during the centuries.
The case that caused the greatest controversy involved the 'Little Wall', the only segment of the Western Wall (aside from the extended Wailing Wall) unobstructed by later construction. Located in the courtyard of the thirteenth century Ribat al-Kurt, a Mamluk period hospice near Bab al-Hadid, the wall was 'discovered' by Jewish religious groups during 1971/2. Though no previous Jewish worship was attested there, 45 they began to pray at the site and tried to take over the property. Referring to an 'ancient tradition'-for which no evidence was produced -the site was quickly The Wall and the Abu S'uud houses (1967) (1968) (1969) . Source: NAOR, 1987, p. 385. baptized the 'Little Kotel' to emphasize its connection with the Wailing Wall. 46 In this context, it is important to note the distinction between the Wailing Wall and the Western Wall. The International Commission established in 1930 to investigate the 'Wailing Wall', for instance, specified that the "part of the wall about which dispute has arisen between the Jews and the Moslems" (i.e., the 'Wailing Wall') is about 30 meters long; 47 the tendency to equate the two since the 1967 War appears to coincide with expanding claims (these terms will be discussed in more detail below).
Meanwhile, excavations along the Wall to open an underground 'tunnel' and uncover the underlying Herodian stones, initiated in 1967 with the approval of the Ministry of Religious Affairs, had caused serious damage to the same Ribat al-Kurd and to some of the finest examples of Mamluk architecture in the Old City. Digging was ordered halted. In the 16 February, 1972 Knesset debate concerning the damage, most speakers -using language and rhetorical technique reminiscent of those used for the Moroccan Quarter -demanded that the entire length of the Western Wall be cleared. The Ribat alKurt was presented as a 'slum' with no 'historical significance.'
48 Rabbi Meir Kahane, leader of the extremist Kach party, questioned the authority of the archaeologists that the municipality had hired to assess the 'historicity' of the Arab structures in relation to the Jewish 'historicity' of the Wall. What was at stake was in fact the role of heritage in shaping the city's future.
Heritage and History
The symbolic significance of these changes and attempted changes might be better understood with reference to the concept of 'heritage' as defined by David Lowenthal in The Heritage Crusade. Lowenthal distinguishes between 'History,' the past that actually happened, and 'Heritage,' the past manipulated for some present aim: "Heritage links us with ancestors, certifies identities, builds collective pride and purpose, but in so doing stresses distinctions between good guys (us) and bad guys (them). Heritage faith and heritage rhetoric inflame enmity." 49 The very definition of Israel as a 'Jewish State' implies that its national heritage must be a 'Jewish Heritage.' It can easily follow, then, that all that is not specifically 'Jewish' might (or should) be removed. New 'facts' can be created that compete with those sought to be minimized -or the urban landscape can simply be demolished and replaced with a more suitable one, as in this case. Other questions to be pondered are those raised by Turndridge and Ashworth in the preface of their 1996 Dissonant Heritage, where they say: "we will never again look at a monument or exhibit without posing not only the 'Whose heritage is this?' question, but also the insistent 'Who is disinherited here and what are the consequences of such dispossession?'" 50 The answers, in the case of the Wall, are obvious: Palestinian heritage has been erased, both from the physical map and from the map of memory, and the consequences of this dispossession have buttressed Israeli claims to the city. Plans for the Wall area have managed to erase from centre stage the complexity of history and the embarrassing presence of other people's heritage.
Israel's efforts after 1967 to present an image of Jerusalem in keeping with its political aspirations and vision of history (and thereby bolster principles like 'the unity of the Jewish people' and its 'necessary realization in the Jewish State') entailed a large propaganda effort to celebrate the Wall and highlight its importance for Judaism. Pseudo-scientific books on the Jewish Quarter and the Wall were published, 51 while new 'traditions' centred on the Wall were developed. In a Jerusalem Post article of 1971, for instance, we read: 52 But in order to become the 'universal' and 'eternal' symbol of Judaism -and in so doing strengthen the link with the Jewish Diaspora and forge a unity between the diverse components of Israeli society (secular and religious, Ashkenazi and Sephardi, Ultra Orthodox and Reform) -it was necessary to mute alternative Jewish traditions as well as critical voices objecting to the 'worship of stone' or the partition between men and women at the Wall. 53 In other words, the symbolism of the Wall had to be 'adapted'. Linguistically, this change is represented by the rejection of the traditional term 'Wailing Wall', with its emphasis on what has been lost, and its substitution with the more neutral 'Western Wall' (which is also conveniently ambiguous, designating, as it does, both the entire western wall of the Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif compound and the area traditionally set apart for prayers). At the rhetorical level, the locus shifted from the destruction of the temple to the themes of national renaissance.
This strategy , commenced in the 1920s, has been highly successful, and since the June 1967 victory, the Wall has undoubtedly become the central altar of the Israeli state. This success has not been welcomed by all. Israeli philosopher Yeshayahu Leibowitz, for example, noted in an interview: "Twenty years ago, neither those who practiced the mizvot nor, obviously, those who did not, paid attention to or even thought about the Western Wall. Why, after 2000 years of Jewish life, should a new Judaism suddenly appear, seven days after the Six-Day War, with the Western Wall? 54 For the most part, however, religious and secular Israelis accord extraordinary importance to the Wall as both a sanctuary and a monument. 55 This carefully planned double dimension is physically represented in the plaza. The space in front of the Wall is composed of two distinct zones: the area closest to the wall, for prayer, is the focus of traditional religious devotion and falls under the aegis of the rabbinate. The more distant expanse of the plaza, controlled by the government, became the representation of Israeli 'civic religion': military parades, swearing-in ceremonies, commemoration of the soldiers fallen in war, Jerusalem Day, and so on.
Further, emphasizing the 'sanctity' of the Wall area allowed the Israeli government to divert attention from the (in its eyes) highly problematic site of the Haram al-Sharif, which remained in Muslim hands. The Wall was officially transformed into an openair synagogue and the minister of religious affairs explicitly declared it a holy place. Not only the Wall was declared 'holy' under the new regulations, but also the prayer square in front of it "including any structure or passage above or below ground whose entrance is through the prayer square." 56 One of the tools used in establishing this consensus and underscoring the new 'secular' value of this site has been -as so often in Israel -archaeology. It was hoped that through archaeology the Jewish 'historic right' to the land could be affirmed and traces of the Arab past erased (as in June 1969 when the Abu S'uud complex in front
The Mazar excavations adjacent to the Wall which were the source of increasing tensions between archeologists and the rabbinate, 1969.
of Bab al-Magharibah was demolished in order to uncover a Herodian road). In fact, however, the archaeological excavations at this extremely sensitive site aggravated tensions between secular and religious Israelis, demonstrating the delicate balance needed between the diverse elements with which the state was playing and the fragile nature of their consensus over the celebration of the Wall.
The extensive excavations directed by Prof. Mazar of Hebrew University between 1968 and 1977 near the southwest corner of the Haram, and which uncovered the remains of previously unknown Umayyad palaces, became the focus of a long-lasting 'battle' between the archaeologists and the rabbinate. These hostilities were exposed when a decision was made to set aside a section of the Western Wall for archaeological excavation, and intensified as soon as the excavations extended northward along the wall towards the Wailing Wall and the prayer area controlled by the Ministry of Religious Affairs. 57 The tension between archaeologists and the religious establishment reached its peak in 1972, when the archaeologists demolished the building housing the Supreme Rabbinical Court (originally a Girls' School built by the Jordanians in the early 1960s) in order to enlarge the dig. 58 Other simultaneous occurrences showed the incompatibility of the two groups: the ongoing 'unofficial' excavations at the 'tunnel' carried out by the Ministry of Religious Affairs without archaeological supervision, and the polemics surrounding the excavation of Jewish graves by archaeologists, considered unacceptable by the religious authorities and by part of the religious public. The un-aesthetic 'outcropping' leading to Bab al-Magharibah, resulting from the June 1969 demolitions described above, also should be viewed in this context. This area plays the role of frontier between two parts of the very same wall: one set apart for secular needs, and one for religious worship. The state, a third oversight body, acts as an arbitrator and maintains control of the gate for 'security' needs. 59 
New Trends and the Shifting Symbolism of the Wall
Efforts to shape the link between ancient past and present rebirth through architecture and planning have met with obstacles. Though the large esplanade and the rebuilt Jewish Quarter conveyed to hundreds of thousands of citizens and tourists the clear message of Israel's control over the city, fear of disrupting a precarious equilibrium has prevented the implementation of any comprehensive architectural plan for the plaza. No design for the area, in fact, has ever received the approval of both the secular and the religious establishments, and after more than 30 years the large esplanade remains an open, shapeless and empty scar in the heart of the dense urban fabric of the city.
The two best known design proposals for the Wailing Wall Plaza were prepared by the internationally renowned architects Moshe Safdie and Isamu Noguchi in the 1970s. Safdie's plan -supported by the Israeli Jerusalem municipality and heavily influenced by economic considerations and archaeological finds -proposed a complex system of multi-level terraces and stairs leading down to the original basis of the Wall, some ten meters below the present level. Isamu Noguchi's proposal, on the other hand, stressed further the symbolic relevance of the site for all Jews by proposing the creation, in front of the Wall, of a monument to the Holocaust -a large irregular block of black basalt. Though extremely different in scope and sensitivity, both designs are based on the ideological assumption that the site has an exclusively Jewish significance.
But among Israeli Jewry, the goal of transforming the Wall into a unifying symbol has substantially failed. In the last 30 years Israeli society has grown more and more differentiated and internally divided; symbolism around the Wall has evolved along with these changes and the blossoming of religious/messianic movements.
A fracture between the planned 'national' symbolism attributed to the Wall and its actual use was already apparent in 1974, when, after a few years of growing secularization in the commemoration of Tisha B'Av, the traditional character of the celebration re-emerged, as indicated in press accounts. 60 With the fading of 'civil religion' and of the Zionist narrative, the Wall has been re-appropriated by new religious communities 61 and other trends have developed in connection with this religious re-appropriation. By this, I refer to the shifting of attention from the Wall itself to the Haram al-Sharif and to the proposed reconstruction of the Temple on the site of the Muslim mosques.
The 'master commemorative narrative' 62 that created the Wall plaza and the new Jewish Quarter as the symbol of continuity between the ancient past and the modern Jewish state persists, but is now shared by a different constituency. This new 'Jewish' community (including a large group of foreign born-again Jews) that has developed within the quarter itself no longer pays much attention to archaeology or to celebrating the heroism of the quarters' defenders in the 1948 battle. Rather, it longs for the 'dream' of a new temple.
The physical environment of the Jewish Quarter has therefore changed to adapt to new needs and values. This is particularly evident in the restored Byzantine Cardo. What was planned as the main tourist-commercial axis of the rebuilt quarter, with a didactic reconstruction of the original wooden roofing of the shops of the ancient street, has been transformed into an exhibition hall for the reconstructed vessel of the Third Temple. 63 With the growing political influence of extremist religious groups and Israel's ability to maintain its hold on the entire city, more and more individuals have begun to reconsider the role of the Wall and turn their gaze towards the Haram al-Sharif, site of the planned third temple, as they await its miraculous transformation.
To underline the differences between mainstream Judaism and contemporary ultraorthodox groups in their perspective of the temple, we might compare the late nineteenth century mizrah 64 reproduced in Ben Dov, Naor and Aner's Western Wall (p.198) which shows the Dome of Rock with its Muslim crescent under which is written in Hebrew "The site of the Temple", with the oft-reproduced poster depicting a rebuilt Third Temple replacing the Muslim holy shrines, which is sold in many Jewish Quarter bookshops.
Evolution: Towards a New Synthesis of Zionism and Tradition?
In very recent years, a new evolution is taking place in the Jewish Quarter: the revitalization of some out-moded Zionist symbols by Ariel Sharon's government. Possibly worried by the excessive focus on the Temple and its reconstruction, Israel's rightwing government is attempting to establish fresh bonds between Zionist and religious values. The new public relations offensive is evident in a number of plans, presently at various stages of implementation, whose goal is the revitalization of the reputation and the landscape of the Jewish Quarter and the Wall plaza. The most important among them for its symbolic role is the project for the reconstruction à l'identique of the nineteenth century Hurva Synagogue, the 'heart' of the Ashkenazi community in the pre-1948 Quarter. A similar plan, favoured by Menahem Begin when he was prime minister, was refused by the architects and planners designing the new quarter in the late 1970s who preferred, instead, to consolidate the ruins of the synagogue as a memorial to the quarter's 1948 destruction.
The reconstruction of the 24-meter high dome of the Hurva will certainly transform the image of the neighbourhood; the rebuilt synagogue could become a new focal point for the religious community of the Jewish Quarter. Nahum Miltzer, an Israeli architect, has prepared the plans for the reconstruction in cooperation with the Israeli Antiquity Authorities and the site-work is scheduled to begin in 2005. 65 To this same new trend we might ascribe also the recently completed refurbishment of the Wall plaza (with the construction of stone-faced arcades along its northern side), the planned enhancement of the archaeological exhibitions of the Jewish Quarter and the creation of a new archaeological/religious attraction, the Davidson Virtual Centre. This new 'museum,' 66 whose design skillfully makes use of some of the ruins of the archaeological garden near Dung Gate, is dedicated to Jerusalem and pilgrimage to the Jerusalem Temple in Herod's time. With the support of high-tech computer graphics and virtual models, the visitor is introduced to a virtual reality where everything is Jewish, where no 'foreign' elements perturb the scene. This extremely selective representation of a single moment in the long and complex history of the city, though based on archaeological data and probably scientifically correct, conveys an obvious political message. It presents a mythical ancient city whose virtual houses bear an unexpected resemblance to the reconstructed Jewish Quarter buildings.
The main difference between these newly planned transformations and the 1970s project for the Jewish Quarter seems to lie in their openly-stated connection with Jewish religious symbols. What proved an impossible task for Israeli governments in the seventies (i.e. the contemporary celebration of secular Zionist and traditional religious values) seems nowadays possible through an insistence on religious heritage and the partial playing down of nationalist-historic elements. Whether this new campaign will be able to divert the attention from the possibilities of a Third Temple, recreating a larger national consensus and interest in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem is still too early to say, but it is obvious that these apparently minor transformations have in fact deep political meaning, and represent new symbolic steps in the continued Israeli take-over of the Old City of Jerusalem.
Conclusion
The military conquest of Jerusalem necessitated the city's physical transformation, in order to adapt a typical Middle Eastern, medieval and mainly Arab city to the symbolism and requirements of a modern Jewish state. The contrast between the mythical image of the city in Jewish prayers and in Zionist political expectations on the one side, and reality on the other, was too strong to sustain the claims of Israeli ownership: hence, the transformation of both the human and physical landscape of the Old City.
The goal of the urban plans carried out by the Israelis in the Old City and in the area of the Wailing Wall, in fact, has been to erase the living memory of a non-recognized Arab/Muslim past (and present) and to replace it with a new space. The efforts to rebuild this environment as effective scenery for representing a new ruling power were carefully planned and embody the symbolic role the Israeli government attributed to the city.
Though the will to transform the cityscape and adapt it to the needs of the new rulers is a common feature in urban history, what makes the case of Jerusalem peculiar is that these acts have been presented to international public opinion as the 'restoration' of the Old City of Jerusalem. With great ingenuity, Israel has been able to present itself as 'restorer' of the city's heritage, enlightened 'caretaker' of the holy sites and defender of the menaced urban fabric of the city. 
